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Abstract Gas‐and‐ash explosions at the Santiaguito dome complex, Guatemala, commonly occur
through arcuate fractures, following a 5‐ to 6‐min period of inflation observed in long‐period seismic
signals. Observation of active faults across the dome suggests a strong shear component, but as fault
propagation generally proceeds through the coalescence of tensile fractures, we surmise that explosive
eruptions require tensile rupture. Here, we assess the effects of temperature and strain rate on fracture
propagation and the tensile strength of Santiaguito dome lavas. Indirect tensile tests were conducted on
samples with a porosity range of 3–30% and over diametral displacement rates of 0.04, 0.004, and 0.0004 mm/
s. At room temperature, the tensile strength of dome rock is rate independent (within the range tested) and
inversely proportional to the porosity of the material. At eruptive temperatures we observe an increasingly
ductile response at either higher temperature or lower displacement rate, where ductile deformation is
manifest by a reduction in loading rate during constant deformation rate tests, resulting in slow tearing,
viscous flow, and pervasive damage. We propose a method to conduct indirect tensile tests under volcanic
conditions using a modification of the Brazilian disc testing protocol and use brittleness indices to classify
deformation modes across the brittle‐ductile transition. We show that a degree of ductile damage is
inevitable in the lava core during explosions at the Santiaguito dome complex and discuss how strain leading
to rupture controls fracture geometry, which would impact gas pressure release or buildup and regulate
explosive activity.
Plain Language Summary Using instruments we installed at Santiaguito, an active lava dome
complex in Guatemala, we detected repeating cycles of inflation and deflation. The inflation took less time
leading up to explosions compared to weak gas puffing, which led us to suspect that lava breaking and
flowing might be responsible. To investigate this, we made laboratory tests where we put lava samples under
tension, which is the most common way they break. We ran tests where we squeezed lavas at faster and
slower rates in a press, and we also heated the lavas to their eruption temperatures—about 800 °C—for some
tests. Since the lavas contain volcanic glass, in some high temperature tests the glass partially flowed. In
other tests the lavas were completely brittle, which means they stored up stress and then broke without
flowing. The lava's behavior depends on the temperature and how fast they are squeezed. Finally, we
considered how fast dome lavas at Santiaguito would have to be deformed to either break or stay intact
during inflation of the dome. This study gives us a better idea of how dome lavas deform and how that affects
hazardous activity during eruptions.
1. Introduction
1.1. Vulcanian Activity at Active Lava Domes
The processes triggering “vulcanian” gas‐and‐ash explosions at active lava domes remain widely debated as
competing hypotheses exist at both all‐encompassing (Chouet et al., 2005) and volcano‐specific (Hall et al.,
2015) scales. Vulcanian events have been attributed to a range of processes, from the ascent of a fresh batch
of bubbly magma in the shallow conduit (Cassidy et al., 2015) and gas pressure accumulation due to fracture
sealing (Kendrick et al., 2016; Okumura & Sasaki, 2014) healing (Gardner et al., 2018; Lamur et al., 2019) and
cyclic gas fluxing (Michaut et al., 2013) to the development of shear fractures along the margins of volcanic
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conduits during ascent of highly viscous magma (Lavallée et al., 2015; Lensky et al., 2008; Tuffen et al., 2003).
On the other hand, there is a general agreement on the processes that result in fracturing of parts of the dome
during explosive activity to allow the ejection of ash‐laden plumes. The rupture of materials under low con-
fining pressure (i.e., at shallow depths where the magmastatic or lithostatic pressure exerted by the overbur-
den is low) commonly proceeds via the nucleation, propagation, and coalescence of tensile fractures, even
under compressive stresses (Heap et al., 2015; Kilburn, 2003; Paterson & Wong, 2005) unless conditions for
supershear (i.e., super‐Rayleigh) rupture are met (Xia et al., 2004), possible in some scenarios (Lavallée et
al., 2012). A detailed investigation of the tensile strength of domematerials at eruptive conditions is therefore
key to understanding the processes controlling explosive activity at lava dome volcanoes. In recent years, sev-
eral well‐monitored lava dome volcanoes have provided a wealth of geophysical data that are rapidly chan-
ging our understanding of eruption mechanisms. The integration of seismic and tilt signals has proven
helpful to track pressure evolution during dome eruptions (Chouet & Matoza, 2013; Johnson et al., 2014;
Thomas & Neuberg, 2014; Voight et al., 1998). Seismicity provides evidence for magma fracturing (Bean et
al., 2014; Lamb et al., 2017; Neuberg et al., 2006) and gas flux (Chouet, 1988; Matoza et al., 2015) during tran-
sitions to explosive activity, while proximalmonitoring of tilt signals at dome volcanoes has identified shallow
(<500 m) inflation for several minutes prior to vulcanian explosions (Johnson et al., 2014; Lyons et al., 2012;
Nishimura et al., 2012). Such inflation signals may indicate pressurization of shallowmagma due to gas flux-
ing (Johnson et al., 2014; Michaut et al., 2013) or magma ascent and wall rock traction (Albino et al., 2011;
Neuberg et al., 2018) or a combination of the two (Lavallée et al., 2015; Lensky et al., 2008). Both gas pressur-
ization (e.g. Alidibirov & Dingwell, 1996) and strain localization during shear (Lavallée et al., 2013; Massol &
Jaupart, 2009; Papale, 1999; Thomas &Neuberg, 2012;Wallace et al., 2019) may cause the propagation of ten-
sile fractures.
1.2. Volcanic Activity at the Santiaguito Dome Complex, Guatemala
Volcanism at Santiaguito began in 1922 in the crater formed during the 1902 Plinian eruption of Santa Maria
volcano (Figures 1a–1c). Over the last 100 years, eruptive activity has remained remarkably constant within
the Santiaguito dome complex, undergoing cycles of effusion and explosive activity across four vents and
over varying timescales (Harris et al., 2003; Rhodes et al., 2018; Scott et al., 2013). The Santiaguito dome com-
plex is located in theWestern Highlands of Guatemala, at the Northern end of the Central American volcanic
arc stretching from Guatemala to Panama (Figure 1b). The volcanic arc runs parallel to the trench formed
from the subduction of the Cocos plate and consists of hundreds of volcanoes along the active front, as well
as dozens of monogenetic back‐arc volcanoes (Eiler et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2011). Since the 1970s, erup-
tions at Santiaguito have been located at the Caliente vent, characterized by effusion of lava flows accompa-
nied by gas‐and‐ash explosions from a 200‐m‐wide dome, producing small to moderate ash‐poor clouds every
20–200 min (Bluth & Rose, 2004; Harris et al., 2003; Patrick, 2007). Visual observations between 2012 and
early 2015 showed that the shallow dome structure in the Caliente vent remained mostly intact during explo-
sions, and magma effusion fed lava flows that descended the south and southeast flanks (Figure 1). Lava
flows were active for most of this period; however, effusion rate declined through 2014, ceasing in
December. From late 2015–2016, the long‐term eruptive behavior at Santiaguito underwent a transition to
more powerful and less frequent explosions, producing plumes up to 8 km high, destroying the summit dome
and forming a deep crater in the Caliente vent (Lamb et al., 2019). From late 2016 onward, the activity has
returned to the long‐term behavior. In recent years, geophysical monitoring campaigns have shown that
the long‐term, predominantly weak explosive activity is accompanied by repetitive “inflation‐deflation”
cycles over ~26 min, as monitored by long‐period seismic and tilt signals (Johnson et al., 2014; Sanderson
et al., 2010). The culmination of the inflation phases at Santiaguito results in either an outgassing event or
a gas‐and‐ash explosion (Lavallée et al., 2015), where the latter outcome is accompanied by inflation occur-
ring at higher rates, as well as by the occurrence of a very long period seismic event (Johnson et al., 2014). The
shallowmagmatic system thus resides in a delicate yet repeatable balance between pressurization, fracturing
events, and outgassing regimes, where the rate and timescale of deformation ultimately determine the erup-
tive style (cf. Lavallée et al., 2015).
1.3. Failure Modes and Eruption Triggers at Santiaguito
Typical explosive activity at Santiaguito is characterized by low eruptionmagnitudes and plume volumes (De
Angelis et al., 2016; Patrick, 2007; Scharff et al., 2014) that indicate open vent activity and a nondestructive
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source of magma pressurization and depressurization. The general preservation of the dome structure
following explosions along fractures suggests that critical gas overpressure does not develop readily across
the whole dome prior to vulcanian explosions at Santiaguito. There are complementary lines of evidence
to support this hypothesis. A purely gas‐driven tilt signal is opposed by observations that SO2 outgassing
fluxes do not significantly vary during preeruptive and posteruptive episodes and show poor correlation
with eruption magnitudes (Holland et al., 2011; Rodríguez et al., 2004). In addition, Okumura and Sasaki
(2014) estimated that the timescale of permeability reduction due to healing of fractures at Santiaguito is
at least 1 order of magnitude longer than the eruption interval, suggesting that gas overpressures sufficient
to exceed the tensile strength of magma could not develop throughout the shallow magma. Finally, typical
explosion plumes are weak and ash poor (De Angelis et al., 2016; Esse et al., 2018; Patrick, 2007) and the
volcanic ash particles emitted during explosions are dense and blocky, with few small vesicles and no
evidence for bubble wall breakage (Hornby et al., 2019; Rose et al., 1980), indicating that the erupted
material has a low bubble number density and does not fail due to bulk bubble overpressure alone.
Therefore, it is likely that localized rupture causes transient permeability shifts, possibly promoted by
strain in marginal shear zones, providing an important contribution to the triggering of explosions and the
cyclic tilt patterns.
Modeling of the inflation‐deflation cycles by a gas pressurization source (Johnson et al., 2014) at depths of
100–600 m (Sahetapy‐Engel et al., 2008; Sanderson et al., 2010) has been proposed and requires highly
permeable pathways (i.e., fractures connecting a pressurized region to the dome surface) during an explo-
sion. At such shallow depths and under low confining pressure, tensile fractures are likely to dominate.
We anticipate that upon formation of a throughgoing tensile fracture, the differential residual stress may
be dissipated by slip along faults. Shear motion is observed during explosions as the dome surface rises
and falls by 0.5 m in 1 s, (Johnson et al., 2008) indicating the faulting and slip of conduit magma at velocities
~1 m/s. Previous work has argued that slip of a magma plug is controlled by frictional properties at the slip
Figure 1. Location and tectonic setting of the Santiaguito dome complex. (a) Satellite imagery showing the active domes (EB, El Brujo; EM, El Monje; LM, LaMitad;
C, Caliente) and Santa Maria (SM) volcano. The sampling localities are shown by red stars with the sample code. Recent lava flows erupted from Caliente were
sampled (SG43 and SGLF3) as well as a large bomb (SG10) and a dense, glassy block (SGPF13) that was collected from a pyroclastic flow deposit 2 km south of the
2014–2015 lava flow (see Table 1 for details). The location of seismic and infrasound station LB05 is shown as a yellow square. Image: Google‐CNRS‐Airbus‐Digital
Globe. (b) Subduction of the Cocos plate forms a parallel chain of volcanoes along the active front of the Central America volcanic arc. The Santiaguito dome
complex is shown as a red triangle, with other major volcanoes shown in blue. Modified from several maps (Eiler et al., 2003; Escobar‐Wolf, 2010; Scott et al., 2012).
(c) Topography along the section X‐Y, marked on panel (a) in cyan.
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interfaces (Hornby et al., 2015; Kendrick et al., 2014; Lavallée et al., 2012) and that slip generates rapid tem-
perature increases sufficient to induce melting as well as local vesiculation in the fault zone during the piston
dynamics of the active Caliente dome at Santiaguito (Lavallée et al., 2015). Lavallée et al. (2015) argue that
the pore pressure developed in the shallow magmatic column is insufficient to trigger wholesale fragmenta-
tion but local tensile failure only; they present a model in which thermal vesiculation due to shear heating
along fault zones generates the pore pressures capable of triggering partial fragmentation. They reason that
comminution and local fragmentation generated by faulting, even for only a few centimeters of slip (Hornby
et al., 2015; Kendrick et al., 2014), may significantly weaken the magma adjacent to the fault and create frac-
ture space to allow the dome structure to deform during inflation‐deflation cycles, thus increasing its overall
structural stability. Such “sacrificial” fragmentation (De Angelis et al., 2016; Lavallée et al., 2015) may regu-
late dome structures over recurrent tilt cycles. Volcanic ash produced in such a cataclastic and thermal‐dri-
ven fashion may further encourage pulsatory ash emission dynamics (Scharff et al., 2014) and create ash
particles with a distinct mineralogical and physical signature (Hornby, Lavallée, Kendrick, Rollinson, et
al., 2019; Lavallée et al., 2015; Rose et al., 1980).
1.4. Tensile Strength and the Development of Tensile Fractures
A common element of dome eruption models is the requirement for excursions of magma into the brittle
deformation regime. Vulcanian explosions require magmatic fragmentation (Dingwell, 1996); in addition,
ascent‐driven rupture of magma where strain localizes (e.g., De Angelis & Henton, 2011; Lensky et al.,
2008; Papale, 1999) may lead to the development of shear and tensile fracture networks at the margins of
the conduit (Sparks, 1997; Tuffen et al., 2003; Massol & Jaupart, 2009; Rhodes et al., 2018), which may be
followed by progressive fracture healing (e.g., Lamur et al., 2019) in a process which can repeat multiple
times during magma ascent (Tuffen et al., 2003). Finally, lava may break in tension due to the action of pro-
gressive cooling contraction of the dome carapace (Lamur et al., 2018; Suzuki‐Kamata et al., 2009; Wadge et
al., 2009). In all of these cases (even for the development of shear zones) failure initiates in tension (Stanchits
et al., 2006).
Until recent years, the mechanics of volcanic rocks and magma in tension has received relatively little atten-
tion, focusing on fragmentation by pore overpressure (e.g., Spieler et al., 2004), high‐temperature fracture
toughness (Balme et al., 2004), and tensile failure of country rock (Benson et al., 2012; Parisio et al., 2019).
This comes despite longstanding recognition of the paucity of low pressure–high temperature tensile
strength data and their importance to our understanding of the mechanics of volcanic eruptions (Rocchi
et al., 2003; Self et al., 1979; Shaw, 1980). A spate of recent studies has improved this situation, comprising
high‐temperature tensile strength experiments during the development of columnar jointing (Lamur et al.,
2018) and fracture healing (Lamur et al., 2019) as well as room temperature tensile tests on andesites from
Rotokowa and Mount Taranaki in New Zealand (Siratovich et al., 2012; Zorn et al., 2018), Soufrière Hills
Volcano in Montserrat (Harnett et al., 2019), Volcán de Colima in Mexico (Lamb et al., 2017), and a range
of volcanic rocks from the Krafla geothermal system in Iceland (Eggertsson et al., 2018).
Indirect tensile strength tests, or Brazilian disc tests, are the most commonly employed method to study
material failure in tension (Li & Wong, 2013). The tests, generally conducted at a single, fixed displacement
rate and at ambient temperature, provide evidence for material strength decreasing with increasing porosity
and indicate that tensile strength is approximately 10–20 times lower than compressive strength (Harnett et
al., 2019; Lamb et al., 2017; Perras & Diederichs, 2014; Zorn et al., 2018). However, the range of typical test
conditions cannot be easily applied to active volcanoes, which take place at high temperature and at widely
varying strain rates, and which may result in brittle failure as well as in ductile and viscous deformation
(Lavallée et al., 2007; Rocchi et al., 2003). Herein, we address this important data gap by testing the behavior
of dome materials from the Santiaguito dome complex at conditions simulating natural conduit tempera-
tures and strain rates, and we propose a protocol to conduct indirect tensile strength tests at
elevated temperature.
2. Experimental Setup and Data Collection
2.1. Visual and Geophysical Monitoring of Activity at Caliente
In November 2012, November–December 2014 and April 2015, we visited the Santiaguito dome complex,
sampled eruptive products and made visual observations of the eruptive activity from a vantage point on
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Santa Maria volcano. During November 2014, we deployed a network of five broadband seismometers, six
short‐period seismometers, and six infrasound microphones around the Santiaguito dome complex
(De Angelis et al., 2016; Lamb et al., 2019). Here, we analyzed very long period seismic signals (600–30 s)
from a Trillium compact broadband seismometer at station LB05 (14°44′18″N, 91°33′38″W), ~500 m NW,
and 200 m below the active Caliente vent at Santiaguito (Figure 1a). Following recent studies (De Angelis
& Bodin, 2012; Johnson et al., 2009, 2014), we used the horizontal component of very long period signals
to recover ground tilt. Infrasound was recorded using an iTem broadband infrasound microphone colocated
at station LB05.
2.2. Material
Four pristine dome rocks were collected during field campaigns in 2012, 2014, and 2015 at the active Caliente
dome. Sampling locations together with the sample codes are reported in Figure 1 and Table 1. Lava flow
samples (SG43 and SGLF3) were collected from the base of the flow levees, and a fresh airfall bomb
(SG10) was collected from the base of Caliente, while the block collected from a pyroclastic flow (SGPF13)
had traveled a considerable distance from the source. The rocks are dacites with rhyolitic interstitial glass
chemistry and mineralogical assemblage consistent with observations from Scott et al. (2013); however,
the rocks vary in porosity, as determined by He‐pycnometry measurements using a 100 cm3 chamber in
an AccuPyc 1340 Automatic Gas Pycnometer from Micromeritics. The mineralogical assemblage is com-
posed of ~50 vol.% plagioclase feldspar (phenocrysts and microlites) with 5–6 vol.% Mg pyroxenes, 2 vol.%
amphibole, and minor Ti‐magnetite, Ilmenite, and crystalline silica (Hornby, Lavallée, Kendrick,
Rollinson, et al., 2019; Scott et al., 2013). The remainder interstitial glass hosts microlites of plagioclase
and iron oxides. Image analysis of photomicrographs shows that phenocrysts form 36–40 area % of the sam-
ples, with mean aspect ratios of 1.8 ± 0.25 (see Table 1).
2.3. Softening Temperature Determination
To constrain the flow temperature regime of these lavas, we measured the softening temperature, using a
Netzsch TMA 402F1Hyperion thermomechanical analyzer. For these tests, we prepared 6‐mm× 5‐mm cores
of each sample. Each core was axially loaded in a piston assembly, under a load of 3 N (±0.01 mN) and heated
at 3 °C/min while monitoring the change in sample height at a resolution of ±0.125 nm. During heating, the
samples expand and viscous flow of the groundmass glass above the glass transition temperature (Tg) causes
the sample to begin to axially compact. The softening point was constrained as the temperature at the inflec-
tion point where the samples began to compact, and the measurement was stopped when the sample shor-
tened by a strain of 0.25% under the imposed load.
2.4. Indirect Tensile Tests
For indirect tensile testing, rock samples were cored into discs of 39.8 ± 0.1 mm diameter and 20 ± 2‐mm
thickness, giving a thickness:diameter ratio of approximately 0.5, meeting ASTM specifications (ASTM,
2004) and as independently recommended (Lin et al., 2016; Wei & Chau, 2013). Prior to testing, porosities
(Ф) of each core were measured by He‐pycnometry (Section 2.2, Table 2). Indirect tensile strength tests were
conducted using an Instron 1362 servo‐driven uniaxial press with a 100‐kN load cell.
The samples were loaded so that force was applied diametrically, with the curved disc edge against the flat,
parallel platens of the press, thereby imposing a tensile stress on the sample interior (Perras & Diederichs,
2014). This configuration conforms to ASTM specifications, and an independent study has shown it to pro-
duce a valid stress field (Markides & Kourkoulis, 2016). ASTM specifications specify that a Brazilian tensile
strength measurement must be conducted within the stressing rate of 3 to 21 MPa/min, achieving failure
within 1–10 min, though the ISRM guidelines propose a loading rate of 0.2 kN/s, which comes to approxi-
mately 9.5 MPa/min for the sample geometry used here, and specify a failure time of 15–30 s (ASTM,
2004; ISRM, 1978; Newman & Bennett, 1990). Given this dichotomy in failure time and that previous studies
have found an influence of deformation on loading rate (Gong et al., 2019; Newman & Bennett, 1990), here
we conduct tests at variable displacement rates of 0.04, 0.004, and 0.0004 mm/s and measured sample tem-
peratures (Ts) of 25 °C, 752.4 ± 11.3 °C, and 800.8 ± 12 °C (note that, for the sake of brevity, we refer to these
as three sets of tests at sample temperatures of 25, 750, and 800 °C hereafter) to examine the effect of rate on
the ductile‐brittle response of a suite of variably porous rocks. Failure time and loading rate for room tem-
perature tests conducted at 0.004 mm/s meet the standards to be termed a Brazilian tensile test.
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Displacement was recorded along the vertical diametral axis of the sample and is used as a relative measure
for orthogonal diametral expansion or tensile strain. In order to avoid confusion with direct tensile strain
(not derived in this experimental geometry), we refer to these strain measurements as diametral strain, εd,
and accordingly to the rate as diametral strain rate (where the displacement rates 0.04, 0.004, and 0.0004
mm/s correspond to diametral strain rates _εdð Þ of 10−3, 10−4, and 10−5 s−1, respectively). During tests, the
resultant applied force was monitored by a load cell at 100 Hz until sample failure or until a maximum of
~0.025 diametral strain (or 1‐mm axial compression). The tensile stress, σt, reported for samples
undergoing brittle deformation was calculated using
σt ¼ 2PπDL ; (1)
where P is the applied force (N), D is the sample diameter (m), and L is sample thickness (m).
The press was fitted with a three‐zone split cylinder furnace from Severn Thermal Solutions, capable of heat-
ing samples to temperatures of ≤1,000 °C. During high‐temperature tests, the furnace was heated 3 °C/min
to set point temperatures of 800 and 850 °C (corresponding to sample temperatures of approximately 750 and
800 °C, respectively) and left to thermally equilibrate over a period of ~1 hr; Tswas monitored using a K‐type
thermocouple. The compliance of the uniaxial press was measured up to 100 kN at room temperature and at
furnace temperatures of 800 and 850 °C, and an analytical solution for machine compliance described by
Gruber (2018) was used to model the nonlinearity of the compliance curve. The function combines the linear
elastic displacement and nonlinear displacement due to machine compliance, using empirical fitting para-
meters to calculate the nonlinear displacement. The method used to calculate compliance together with fit-
ting parameters can be found in the supporting information data (Text S1 and Table S1), and the raw data for
machine compliance can be found in the online data repository (Hornby, Lavallée, Kendrick, De Angelis, et
al., 2019).
3. Results
3.1. Visual and Geophysical Observations
During field campaigns, we observed gas emission events as well as gas‐and‐ash explosions at regular inter-
vals of ~20–200 min. Visual observations in the daytime and at night from the vantage point of Santa Maria
summit (1,200 m above the Caliente vent; Figure 1c) allowed us to see the synexplosive development of frac-
tures on the dome surface (Figure 2). During explosions and outgassing, persistent fractures formed a com-
plex conjugate network of radiating and concentric fractures. At the onset of an explosion, ash‐poor plumes
appeared first, often from concentric fractures (Figures 2a and 2b), followed several seconds later by ash‐rich
jets rising from more linear fractures that cut across the dome surface. The same fractures appeared to have
been active as gas pathways during passive outgassing and during explosions (Figures 2c and 2d); however,
ash‐rich bursts often erupted along separate fractures (Figures 2b and 2d). In general, explosion plumes were
ash poor (De Angelis et al., 2016; Yamamoto et al., 2008), but discrete ash‐rich jets appeared to contain much
Table 1
Description and Location of Samples Used, Together With Textural Characterization and Softening Point Temperature, Which Is Analogous to the Glass Transition
Temperature, Tg, in These Glass‐Bearing Volcanic Rocks









SG10 Fresh lava bomb (Nov
2012)
Base of Caliente 14°44′35″N 19°
34′00″W
23.2–26.0 38% 1.55 740
SG43 Block from 2011–2012
lava flow
Finca El Faro 14°43′19”N 91°
34′23″ W
8.6–10.6 – – 748






6.1–7.7 40% 1.62 784
SGPF13 Block from pyroclastic
flow
Finca El Faro 14°41′08″W 91°
34′44″N
2.2–4.7 36% 2.04 786
aPorosity range from all tested cores. bDense Rock Equivalent (DRE).
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greater mass fractions prior to buoyant rise andmixing. Following an eruption, the dome structure remained
intact, although the pattern of intensely outgassing fractures intermittently changed within the central part
of the summit dome during intereruptive periods. Concentric fractures around the circumference of the
dome structure (Figure 2a) remained active during all periods of activity and produced the highest heat
flux (Sahetapy‐Engel & Harris, 2009). Continuous degassing measured in previous years (Holland et al.,
2011; Rodríguez et al., 2004) showed that the vent typically remained open during intereruptive periods.
Analysis of seismic and acoustic infrasound data recorded at a distance of 500 m from the Caliente vent
shows cyclic activity. Figure 3 shows tilt signals derived from the rotated horizontal components of the
Table 2

























SG43D 9.10 39.80 18.99 — 25 0.004 5,532.09 4.66 0.00466 0.186
SG10A 24.69 39.74 20.16 — 25 0.004 3,470.05 2.76 0.00440 0.175
SG10D 24.33 39.83 22.77 — 25 0.004 4,541.21 3.19 0.00420 0.167
SG43F 9.33 39.81 22.41 — 25 0.004 5,408.85 3.86 0.00426 0.169
SGLF3C 7.05 39.76 20.20 — 25 0.004 6,219.88 4.93 0.00437 0.174
SGLF3D 7.05 39.79 20.33 — 25 0.004 6,004.46 4.73 0.00379 0.151
SGPF13F 3.12 39.80 18.71 — 25 0.004 6,649.05 5.68 0.00517 0.206
SGPF13B 2.91 39.75 18.43 — 25 0.004 5,812.25 5.05 0.00535 0.213
SG43B 9.55 39.80 20.27 — 25 0.0004 5,320.45 4.20 0.00436 0.174
SG43A 9.35 39.84 19.78 — 25 0.0004 4,580.31 3.92 0.00442 0.176
SG10E 25.24 39.82 20.20 — 25 0.0004 3,740.96 2.96 0.00473 0.188
SG10C 25.14 39.82 18.01 — 25 0.0004 2,838.68 2.52 0.00374 0.149
SGLF3M 7.07 39.80 20.43 — 25 0.0004 5,504.76 4.31 0.00404 0.161
SGLF3E 7.01 39.79 20.55 — 25 0.0004 5,345.46 4.16 0.00383 0.153
SGPF13A 4.72 39.80 20.25 — 25 0.0004 5,709.24 4.51 0.00470 0.187
SGPF13D 3.27 39.76 19.15 — 25 0.0004 5,914.43 4.95 0.00490 0.195
SG10S 24.10 39.81 20.00 800 762.0 0.04 5,412.16 4.33 0.00406 0.162
SGLF3G 7.28 39.76 19.74 800 758.7 0.04 6,580.57 5.34 0.00343 0.136
SGPF13K 2.25 39.77 20.30 800 741.1 0.04 7,400.07 5.84 0.00344 0.137
SG10F 24.25 39.81 20.50 800 752.9 0.004 6,696.53 5.22 0.00366 0.146
SG43K 9.85 39.80 20.77 800 752.4 0.004 6,124.29 4.72 0.00323 0.129
SG10G 23.24 39.80 20.68 800 752.8 0.004 6,361.56 — 0.00400 0.159
SG43L 10.31 39.80 20.47 800 755.6 0.004 7,957.93 6.22 0.00473 0.188
SGPF13I 2.22 39.74 20.94 800 763.3 0.004 6,642.79 5.08 0.00423 0.168
SGPF13L 3.07 39.78 20.31 800 745.2 0.004 6,097.67 4.80 0.00362 0.144
SGLF3F 7.25 39.77 21.36 800 742.6 0.004 7,084.85 5.31 0.00338 0.134
SG43E 8.62 39.79 19.45 800 748.5 0.0004 7,496.26 6.17 0.00399 0.159
SG10L 23.29 39.80 20.54 800 763.6 0.0004 3,830.78 — 0.0104 0.414
SG10B 25.96 39.81 19.59 800 743.9 0.0004 4,131.80 — 0.00828 0.329
SGLF3L 6.71 39.82 20.60 800 744.6 0.0004 6,506.48 5.05 0.00467 0.186
SGPF13E 3.88 39.78 19.99 800 758.5 0.0004 6,083.80 4.87 0.00444 0.177
SG10K 23.75 39.77 22.19 850 791.2 0.04 8,002.85 — 0.00266 0.106
SGLF3N 7.67 39.79 20.15 850 812.8 0.04 7,373.26 5.85 0.00332 0.132
SGPF13J 3.00 39.78 20.16 850 789.2 0.04 7,557.02 6.00 0.00342 0.136
SG10H 23.35 39.79 17.99 850 804.5 0.004 5,591.17 — 0.0139 0.552
SG43P 10.80 39.81 20.26 850 788.8 0.004 7,794.41 — 0.00325 0.129
SGLF3P 6.10 39.80 20.88 850 792.6 0.004 7,067.97 — 0.00334 0.173
SGPF13G 2.60 39.79 21.59 850 812.6 0.004 8,378.44 — 0.00732 0.291
SG10J 24.25 39.79 21.31 850 796.4 0.0004 7,145.46 — 0.0113 0.452
SGLF3H 6.67 39.76 20.55 850 791.6 0.0004 6,507.01 — 0.00916 0.364
SG10N 24.60 39.81 19.45 850 795.9 0.0004 1,606.79 — 0.0248a 0.986a
SGPF13C 2.98 39.76 20.48 850 796.5 0.0004 5,157.21 — 0.256a 4.093a
Note. Samples were tested at 0.04, 0.004 and 0.0004 mm/s, corresponding to diametral strain rates of 10−3, 10−4, and 10−5 s−1 respectively. Where possible, tests
were repeated using sample pairs with closely matching porosity. For high‐temperature tests, sample temperature was monitored with a K‐type thermocouple
immediately prior to experiments.
aExperiment stopped at given strain (displacement) with no failure detected.
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seismic record (e.g., De Angelis & Bodin, 2012) over a 6‐hr period on 29 November 2014 and a 5‐hr period on
4 December 2014 along with the acoustic infrasound record from a colocated microphone. Figure 3a shows
11 tilt cycles, 7 of which were accompanied by infrasound signals (each occurring at the peak of a tilt cycle)
and coincident with visual observations of small gas‐and‐ash explosions from Caliente. Figure 3b shows nine
tilt cycles, all of which were associated with explosive events. Taking a closer look into a typical tilt cycle
(Figure 3b), we observe a linear increase in radial tilt (i.e., inflation) over ~5 min; following the tilt
maximum, we note a rapid (<60 s) decrease in tilt, often coincident with the onset of an impulsive
infrasonic signal, followed by a period of more gradual deflation lasting ~15 min. These observations,
including the timescale of each tilt cycle, are in excellent agreement with those previously made by
Johnson et al. (2014) and with the analysis presented in Lavallée et al. (2015), whereby 222 stacked tilt
cycles recorded over 5 days revealed near‐identical patterns and timescales of inflation and deflation, and
showed that faster rates of inflation (positive tilt) culminated in explosions.
The data presented in Figure 3 suggest that most gas‐and‐ash explosions were preceded by a period of stea-
dily increasing radial tilt over 5–6 min; here, we relate this timescale to the period of stress accumulation in
the magmatic column and use it to constrain the strain rate experienced by magma leading to either passive
gas emission or rupture, fragmentation, and explosion.
3.2. Tensile Strength Tests and Rupture Modes
Here we report the results of 42 indirect tensile tests conducted at ambient and volcanically relevant tem-
peratures (Table 2) and at deformation rates of 0.04, 0.004, and 0.0004 mm/s (corresponding to _εd of 10
−3,
10−4, and 10−5 s−1) on a set of variably porous volcanic rocks from Santiaguito. Mechanical data for all tests
are openly available in the online data repository (Hornby, Lavallée, Kendrick, Rollinson, et al., 2019). Tests
at different temperatures but deformed at a single rate and tests at a single high temperature but with differ-
ent displacement rates are plotted in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. Experiments in which the sample shows
fully brittle deformation are characterized by a linear buildup of tensile stress as a function of diametral
Figure 2. Photographs taken from the summit of Santa Maria, looking down on the Caliente vent. (a) The dome surface immediately prior to an explosion, showing
the pattern of concentric fractures and grooves on the dome surface. (b) The onset of an explosion, showing discreet concentric fractures releasing gas, and an ash‐
rich burst emanating from a discreet fracture nearer to the center of the dome. (c) The dome structure at night, showing long‐lived (minutes to hours) fracture traces
undergoing intense outgassing. Preferential orientation of these fractures subperpendicular to the lava flow direction (to the back and left of the image) is noted. (d)
The fractures in (c) are sometimes activated in subsequent explosions, as seen here. Explosions often initiate from fractures within a consistently hot central ring.
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compression which results in the radial splitting of the sample and stress drop (data at 25 and 758.5 °C
sample temperature in Figure 4a).
However, at higher temperature, viscous relaxation of applied stress may contribute to the deformation, lead-
ing to a nonlinear accumulation of stress with displacement as the material flows without undergoing rup-
ture (e.g., data at Ts = 796.5 °C in Figure 4a). This brittle to ductile transition, met in the experiments here as
temperature is increased (Figure 4a), can also be achieved by decreasing the deformation rate at a given high
temperature (Figure 4b). To illustrate this phenomena, Figure 4b shows that Santiaguito lavas deformed at
797 ± 8 °C formed a well‐defined macrofracture upon brittle failure (e.g., Figure 4c) at high _εd (e.g., 10
−3 s
−1); in contrast lava deformed at a lower _εd of 10
−4 s−1 led to partial stress relaxation and delayed rupture
(Figure 4b), while lava deformed at 10−5 s−1 only partially tore (Figure 4d), avoiding complete rupture under
the imposed strain. (Note that in the latter scenarios, the load monitored does not reflect the true tensile
stress experienced by the sample as the contact area of the cylindrical sample increased due to flattening
against the pistons; however, this behavior indicates the temperature and strain rate conditions at which
magma can partially relax an applied stress versus accumulating stress toward material failure.) The degree
of strain localization across the brittle regime (forming localized fractures; Figure 4c) and the ductile regime
(pervasive deformation encouraging distributed damage and complex tearing structures; Figure 5) reflects
variations in the extent of strain evidenced by the development of microstructures (i.e., crystal motion and
fracture propagation) leading to rupture in magmas. Figure 5 provides evidence for incremental fracture pro-
pagation in the crenulated fracture pathways that appear to deviate between heterogeneities in the rock (e.g.,
crystals and pores) in high‐temperature, low‐deformation rate experiments. Evidence for distributed, dila-
tant damage within the brittle‐ductile regime can be seen in Figure 5c, where radial fractures propagate
inward and the tensile fracture opening increases with strain. The specific sample geometry and high strain
reached in some experiments with significant ductile deformation also result in numerous radial fractures
that propagate inward from the edge of the sample.
At ambient temperature, the tensile strength of the dome rocks shows an approximately linear decrease with
increasing sample porosity (Figure 6a), which has a best fit following σt ¼ −0:99 ·Φþ 5:26. For a given
Figure 3. Geophysical data obtained during (a) a 6‐hr period on 29 November 2014 and (b) a 5‐hr period on 4 December 2014, showing radial tilt calculated from
very long period seismic signals (thick gray line, secondary y axis) and infrasound (black line, primary y axis) monitored at station LB05, ~500 m from the active
Caliente vent at Santiaguito. (c) Zoom‐in of inflation‐deflation cycle and infrasound pulse delimited in panel (a). Note that the timescale for inflation here is 5 min,
as observed systematically prior to explosive eruptions during dome activity in 2012 (Johnson et al., 2014; Lavallée et al., 2015).
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porosity we note a variability in tensile strength, which is slightly larger at higher porosity. When deformed
at high temperatures, samples' strength appeared to vary more for a given porosity (Figures 6b and 6c). (Note
that in Figure 6c the hollow symbols refer to themaximum stress reached bymaterial which did not rupture.)
The porosity dependence of tensile strength observed at ambient temperature is not as strong during
deformation at high temperature, where we note a shallower gradient (Figures 6b and 6c). In general, at
high‐temperature conditions, the tensile strength of the samples was higher than their rock counterparts
for a given porosity, with important exceptions when low diametral strain rates favored viscous relaxation
and flow at low accumulated stresses. While the scatter may in part obscure the effect of deformation rate,
such that we cannot quantify the influence of rate between 0.004 and 0.0004 mm/s, the slowest _εd of 10
−5
s−1 resulted in the lowest σt at both ambient and high‐temperature conditions (Figure 6).
We explore further the rate‐weakening rheology of lava deformation by evaluating the total εd accommo-
dated by samples during the tests (Figure 7). This analysis highlights the narrow range of εd at failure (i.e.,
εd at peak load) between 0.0027 and 0.0054 for deformation under fully brittle conditions, irrespective of por-
osity, temperature, or _εd. Samples for which εd > 0.006 accumulated lower tensile loads for a given porosity
(Figure 7); this only occurred during tests at high temperature and low strain rate.
Figure 4. (a) Mechanical data for three tests using cores of rock sample SGPF13 (2.5–3%Ф) during indirect tensile tests at a _εd of 10
−5 s−1 and varying Ts of 25, 758.5,
and 796.5 °C. The data show that curves at 25 and 758.5 °C (green and blue lines, respectively) are linear with a sharp drop in load at failure, typical of brittle
deformation, whereas at 796.5 °C (red line) the curve is concave downward indicating relaxation of stress via increasing ductile deformation. (Note that only the first
1 mm [of 4‐mm total] deformation is shown for this experiment.) The full test data can be found in the accompanying data repository. (b) Mechanical data for three
tests of rock core SG10 (24–25% Ф) during indirect tensile tests at Ts of 797 ± 8 °C and different _εd of 10
−5, 10−4, and 10−3 s−1. The data are nearly linear at high
strain rate (red line), while tests at intermediate and low strain rate result in concave down curves. The decrease in loading rate is gradual and leads to failure in the
intermediate strain rate (green line), while the curve at the lowest strain rate (blue line) shows a more acute inflexion close to the origin and lacks a stress drop
indicating rupture. (c) Ruptured sample SGLF3G produced by brittle failure at 758.7 °C and a _εd of 10
−3 s−1. Deformation is accommodated solely by the fracture,
which passes through the center of the sample. (d) Partially ruptured sample SGPF13C produced at 795.9 °C and _εd of 10
−5 s−1 (blue line in B), showing a mixture of
ductile deformation (evident from the flattening of parts of the disc that were in contact with the piston of the press) as well as brittle deformation evidenced by the
wide crack or tear observed in the center of the sample and radial fractures propagating from the sample edges
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4. Discussion
4.1. Terminology and Deformation Modes
The definition and discrimination of deformation regimes and failure modes is an essential task, as the clas-
sic interpretation of mechanical data and tensile strength calculation hinges upon assumptions of elastic
stress accumulation and a brittle failure mode. During high‐temperature testing, sample deformation may
range between fully brittle and fully ductile (or viscous), and sample failure may not be guaranteed.
Therefore, we define a brittle regime as one in which elastic stress, or load, shows a stable, near‐linear pro-
gression with respect to displacement until failure and where damage is localized in a single throughgoing
fracture, parallel to the axis of displacement. In brittle tests, the loading rate typically increases from the
Figure 5. (a) Photomicrograph showing postexperimental sample SG10J (25%Ф, Ts of 796.4 °C and _εd of 10
−4 s−1). Thin sections have been impregnated with fluor-
escent epoxy so that vesicles and fractures show as yellow. A thin, branching, occasionally conjugate fracture passes through the center of the sample. The blue box
in the center of the sample is enlarged in panel (b), allowing the fracture pathway to be seen. Alignment of vesicles is minor, with long axes preferentially from top
right to bottom left. (b) Cropped region with the fracture path highlighted. Note the presence of conjugate and en‐echelon fractures and the tendency for fractures to
deviate toward vesicles and crystals. (c) Postexperimental sample SGPF13C (3% Ф, Ts of 795.9 °C and _εd of 10
−4 s−1) showing irregular, crenulated fracture
boundaries that develop incrementally from crystal to crystal. Radial fractures can also be seen propagating inward from the right‐hand boundary of the sample.
Small fractures can be seen propagating above the main fracture toward the top of the sample. The contact between the sample and the pistons widened in this
sample (Figure 4d) and the fracture became significantly dilated for axial compression >1 mm.
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onset of loading (variably linearly or nonlinearly) during constant displacement rate tests; however, a
consistent decrease in loading rate during tests is indicative of ductile deformation.
In rocks bearing silicate glass, such as fresh volcanicmaterial, viscousflow above the glass transition tempera-
ture inhibits strain localization and encourages ductile deformation. Tests that show decreasing loading rate
with increasing displacement (e.g., Figures 4a and 4b) or show deformation that is not localized in a single
throughgoing fracture (e.g., Figure 4c) including radial fractures propagating into the sample, flattening or
barreling, and fracture dilation (e.g., Figure 4d) cannot be considered as fully brittle, and equation (1) cannot
be applied to calculate tensile stress. In such cases, the dominant deformationmodemay be brittle, but we use
identifiers of inelastic deformation to classify a mixed ductile‐brittle or viscoelastic regime.
4.2. Brittle or Ductile? Defining the Deformation Regime
In order to assess the brittleness or ductility of high‐temperature tests, we have proposed three criteria,
empirically determined from the suite of experiments described here. We hope that further work will build
upon and refine these criteria. In Figure 7, we note that all samples in room temperature tests failed before
reaching a strain of 0.006 (left of the dashed line in Figure 7). At high temperature, samples that reached
greater εd also failed at lower load. A threshold can be defined at εd = 0.006, above which the deformation
Figure 6. The load at failure during indirect tensile tests is presented against sample porosity for tests at Ts of (a) 25 °C, (b) 752.4 ± 11.3 °C, and (c) 800.8 ± 12 °C, to
help distinguish trends across different testing conditions. The hollow symbols in panel (c) indicate experiments that were stopped at ≥1‐mm axial compression
without reaching failure. The tensile strength for tests, where valid, is plotted in (d), using the same symbols as in (a)–(c). Note that the tensile strength of dome rocks
decreases with increasing porosity at room temperature and that samples with the same porosity often fail at a higher load during high‐temperature tests compared
to room temperature tests.
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mode is mixed. This is an empirical threshold that will vary when considering other materials, but a
maximum εd threshold for brittle deformation should be constrained. Within the mixed‐mode, transitional
deformation field, we postulate a further threshold at high strain and low load defining a fully viscous
regime, but our experimental data do not allow this to be constrained.
By examining the mechanical data, we note that the rate of loading decreases throughout tests that show
εd > 0.006. We make an objective assessment of loading rate variance during all high‐temperature tests by
comparing the loading rate over 10 segments of the loading curve (from 10–100% of the curve prior to fail-
ure). Noise in the data was mitigated using a moving average of between 0.1% and 1% of the data points,
depending on the strain rate. The loading rate was evaluated from the initiation of loading up to the point
immediately before failure, as determined by a sudden drop in load. The loading rates were plotted and fit
with a logarithmic regression, which provided the best fit in all but a few tests where loading rate change
was smallest (see Figure 8a). The equation of the regression curves is in the form dydx ¼ alnx þ b; where a
and b are constants describing the rate of change of the gradient and the vertical offset (i.e., the initial slope)
respectively, and x is the normalized displacement during loading (Table 3).
We classify the nonlinearity of the loading rate using a brittleness index (BI) which we define asBIm1 ¼ ab. The
lower limit for this index is−1, since load cannot fall below 0 in these tests. Negative values closer to−1 indi-
cate more substantial decreases in loading rate prior to failure; positive values indicate increasing loading
rate during tests, characteristic of brittle elastic deformation. Decreasing loading rates imply increasing
strain per unit load, leading to a correlation between BIm1 and strain to failure (Figure 8b). In glass‐bearing
rocks at high temperature, the value of BIm1 represents the curvature of the force‐displacement curve caused
by the interplay between the loading rate and the relaxation of stress, but does not consider the absolute
Figure 7. The peak load for every sample is plotted against the diametral strain, εd. Samples that underwent fully brittle behavior show a narrow range of
εd = 0.002 − 0.006, compared to some materials tested at high temperature that show greater εd while reaching lower load (indicated by the black arrow). Two
samples that did not fail within εd ≤ 0.025 plot to the right of the figure, and we postulate a field for highly ductile (or viscous) deformation at such high strains,
although our data are not sufficient to constrain its bounds.
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value of the initial loading rate, b; therefore, the absolute degree of ductile or viscous deformation is not well
captured. This may be better represented by an empirical formula, as it is dependent on the magnitude of the
loading between experiments and the applied strain rate. For this set of experiments, the relationshipBIm2 ¼
a
b 6−logbð Þwhere the constant in the second termwill vary empirically, appears to rank the experiments more
closely regarding total ductile deformation (see Table 3). Nevertheless, as the absolute degree of ductile or
viscous deformation is not required to designate the deformation mode, we define a threshold using
BIm1 ≥ − 0.1 for fully brittle deformation, which is plotted in Figure 8b.
The loading rate based brittleness indices (BIm) we describe above can be compared to established indices
from the rock mechanics and geomechanics literature. However, due to the testing method, only 2 out of
25 indices described in a recent review paper (Zhang et al., 2016) can be directly applied to our indirect ten-
sile strength tests. We classify these two as elasticity‐based indices (BIe), as they consider the fraction of elas-
tic strain (BIe1) or elastic energy (BIe2) versus the total strain or energy to failure (Hucka & Das, 1974). Since
the BIe indices are also based directly on the mechanical data, we can make a straightforward comparison
against our BIm indices. For BIe1, we calculated the elastic displacement by considering the linear elastic gra-
dient up to the peak load. The elastic gradient was taken as the b value for decreasing loading rate tests, but
for increasing loading rate tests we used the average gradient between 70% and 90% of total prefailure exten-
sion (see data repository Hornby, Lavallée, Kendrick, De Angelis, et al., 2019). (Note that all tests were con-
ducted with constant displacementrate, thus the variation in loading rate represents the differing rock
responses to deformation). For BIe2, the elastic energy was calculated by dividing the area under the fitted
elastic force‐displacement curve by the area under the measured force‐displacement curve (Hucka & Das,
1974). To calculate the latter value, we fitted a second‐order polynomial to the measured curve and inte-
grated up to the point of failure. All BI values are given in Table 3, with fitting curves given in the data repo-
sitory. A comparison of all four indices (Figure S1a) shows similar trends, but BIm2 and BIe2 show better data
distribution compared to the other two. Only BIm values discriminate between decreasing and increasing
loading rates in the brittle regime, and only BIm2 identifies the very low loading rate of test SG10N. We com-
pare BIm2 and BIe2 against strain in Figure S1b. All brittle experiments defined by the BIm1 criterion are well
discriminated above a value of 0.8 in BIe2, supporting our chosen threshold. This clear separation shows that
elastic energy absorption by viscous flow may be the most sensitive indicator for small degrees of viscous
deformation. Since this is an independent measure, we can add the BIe2 > 0.8 threshold to the definition
for fully brittle deformation.
Figure 8. (a) Rate of loading plotted for 10 equal periods between 0% and 100% of prefailure loading for all high‐temperature tests that showed a decrease in loading
rate. Each set of points is fitted with a logarithmic regression curve in the form dydx ¼ alnx þ b; with the constants a and b given in Table 3. Symbols indicate the
experimental conditions and samples. (b) Correlation between BIm1 and εd where the thresholds for fully brittle deformation are shown as gray dotted lines.
Experiments in panel (a) are shown with the same symbol color, while experiments that showed positive BIm1 values are shown in gray.
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In summary, including the textural evidence outlined in section 4.1, we use three criteria to define deforma-
tion regime. Experiments that are fully brittle must satisfy all three criteria, while varying degrees of ductile
or viscous deformation can be assessed using the value of criteria (2) and (3) given below.
1. εd ≤ 0.006 at failure.
2. BIm1 ≥ − 0.1 or BIe2 > 0.8;
3. Sample deformation must be limited to a single fracture with major axis parallel to the applied stress, pas-
sing through the center of the sample.
4.3. Recommendations for Conducting Indirect Tensile Tests Under Volcanically
Relevant Conditions
The ISRM and ASTM guidelines for Brazilian disc tests (ASTM, 2004; ISRM, 1978) were not intended to be
used to replicate natural volcanic deformation conditions. Nevertheless, the suggested methods and recent
literature have been followed, where possible and appropriate (see Methods). The failure time for our sam-
ples ranges from 3 s to 19 min, with most samples failing in the recommended range (i.e., 15–600 s). All tests
at a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 failed in <5 s, while tests at 10−5 s−1 that underwent ductile deformation often
failed at periods >600 s. Loading rates range from 0.4 to 106 kN/min, with only experiments conducted at
10−4 s−1 lying in the recommended range (ASTM, 2004; ISRM, 1978). However, given the range of deforma-
tion modes and failure times encountered at high temperature, we believe that a recommendation for defor-
mation rate or duration is not appropriate and that researchers should vary deformation rate according to
material behavior and testing objectives. In order to attain fully brittle deformation, our results show that fas-
ter deformation rates and shorter failure times may be required to those given by ASTM and ISRM
Table 3













rate (b) BIm1 /b
BIm2 a/b
(6 − logb) BIe1 BIe2
SGLF3G 758.7 0.968 0.04 0.00343 0.136 19,485 19,974 0.976 1.658 0.773 0.912
SGPF13K 741.1 0.943 0.04 0.00344 0.137 10,254 39,202 0.262 0.368 0.868 0.926
SG43K 752.4 1.006 0.004 0.00323 0.129 8,235 35,042 0.235 0.342 0.910 0.964
SG10S 762.0 1.030 0.04 0.00406 0.162 5,635.2 25,445 0.221 0.353 0.880 0.911
SGPF13I 763.3 0.971 0.004 0.00423 0.168 6,302.9 30,568 0.206 0.312 0.886 0.931
SGPF13L 745.2 0.948 0.004 0.00362 0.144 5,280.3 34,673 0.152 0.222 0.905 0.939
SGLF3F 742.6 0.947 0.004 0.00338 0.134 6,059 44,094 0.137 0.186 0.920 0.974
SGLF3N 812.8 1.037 0.04 0.00332 0.132 4,321.6 50,281 0.086 0.112 0.920 0.942
SG43L 755.6 1.010 0.004 0.00473 0.188 3,389 44,484 0.076 0.103 0.921 1.000
SG10F 752.9 1.017 0.004 0.00366 0.146 35.43 47,474 0.001 0.001 0.953 0.977
SGPF13G 812.6 1.034 0.004 0.00732 0.291 −454.3 29,201 −0.016 −0.024 0.922 0.899
SGPF13J 789.2 1.004 0.04 0.00342 0.136 −1,070 58,699 −0.018 −0.022 0.945 0.857
SGLF3L 744.6 0.950 0.0004 0.00467 0.186 −897 36,997 −0.024 −0.035 0.946 0.921
SG43E 748.5 1.001 0.0004 0.00399 0.159 −3,389 52,575 −0.064 −0.082 0.899 0.870
SGPF13E 758.5 0.965 0.0004 0.00444 0.177 −3,573 39,154 −0.091 −0.128 0.957 0.908
SG10G 752.8 1.017 0.004 0.00400 0.159 −5,838 48,288 −0.121 −0.159 0.828 0.758
SG43P 788.8 1.055 0.004 0.00325 0.129 −11,325 78,078 −0.145 −0.161 0.772 0.722
SG10K 791.2 1.069 0.04 0.00266 0.106 −16,050 101,591 −0.158 −0.157 0.743 0.686
SGLF3P 792.6 1.011 0.004 0.00334 0.133 −13,004 74,995 −0.173 −0.195 0.709 0.654
SG10B 743.9 1.005 0.0004 0.00828 0.329 −4,973 20,741 −0.240 −0.404 0.605 0.552
SGLF3H 791.6 1.010 0.0004 0.00916 0.364 −7,438 30,337 −0.245 −0.372 0.589 0.532
SG10J 796.4 1.076 0.0004 0.0113 0.452 −8,991 28,359 −0.317 −0.491 0.558 0.444
SG10N 795.9 1.076 0.0004 0.0248 0.986 −772.2 2,360 −0.327 −0.860 0.691 0.503
SG10L 763.6 1.032 0.0004 0.0104 0.414 −9,095 24,005 −0.379 −0.614 0.385 0.272
SG10H 804.5 1.087 0.004 0.0139 0.552 −11,285 27,707 −0.407 −0.634 0.366 0.261
SGPF13Ca 796.5 1.013 0.0004 0.256 4.093 −7,464a 15,084a −0.495 −0.901 0.337 0.218
Note. Four brittleness indices—the curvature of the force‐displacement data (BIm1 and BIm2), the ratio between elastic strain and total strain at failure (BIe1) and
between the elastic energy and total energy at failure (BIe2)—are shown for each test. a and b are constants within logarithmic loading rate regression functions
for each test. Bold italic values show tests with criteria indicating ductile and mixed‐mode deformation. All criteria must be met for an experiment to be classified
as brittle. Tests are sorted from lowest to highest BIm1 values.aa and b were calculated on the portion of the load‐displacement curve up to 1‐mm extension.
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guidelines. Since the tensile strength of volcanic materials over natural temperature and strain rate ranges is
essential to understanding rock physics and eruptive mechanisms in volcanic settings, we have conducted
indirect tensile tests at high temperature and variable strain rate. Here, we propose a set of recommendations
for such tests and guidelines for determination of the deformation modes. These are based on the experimen-
tal data we have to hand, but since this represents the majority of all such experiments to date, perhaps such
an attempt is warranted. We intend these as a reference point for other researchers, and the recommenda-
tions should not be perceived as prescriptive.
1. Crystallinity and porosity of experimental materials measured prior to testing.
2. Ideally, sample dimensions should conform to D = 2L to reduce contact area increases.
3. Sample orientation in respect to any anisotropic fabric (either in pore space or crystal distribution)
should be noted and provided for each test.
4. For glass‐bearing materials such as volcanic rocks, the glass transition temperature, Tg, or the softening
temperature should be measured prior to testing.
5. Heating rates ≤5 °C/min and temperature soak of ≥1 hr recommended to limit differential expansion of
constituent phases and ensure thermal homogeneity.
6. Machine compliance should be measured at test temperature(s), and a nonlinear function (e.g., Gruber,
2018) should be used to correct test data.
7. Test temperature should refer to sample temperature measured in situ, and offset to furnace set point
should be noted.
8. Load on the sample should be avoided (or minimized if unavoidable) during heating and prior to the
start of the test to prevent pretest deformation.
9. Displacement and strain may be reported along the sample axis parallel to the applied force and referred
to as axial strain or diametral strain rather than tensile strain.
10. The ductile‐brittle failure criteria described in section 4.2 should be used to determine deformation
mode:
i εd ≤ 0.006
ii BIm1 ≥ − 0.1 or BIe2 > 0.8
iii Sample deformation must be limited to a single fracture with major axis parallel to the applied stress,
passing through the center of the sample.
11. For fully brittle deformation, tensile stress may be calculated and tensile strength reported using
equation (1).
12. Where the brittle criteria are not met, the deformation structures or textures should be described and
peak load rather than stress (or strength) should be given.
5. Application of the Findings to Volcanic Environments
5.1. Dome Lavas' Tensile Strength and Deformation Mode Across the Ductile‐Brittle Transition
Temperature is crucial in dictating the strength and deformation modes of lavas, as it controls the melt visc-
osity (and thus the relaxation rate; e.g., Dingwell & Webb, 1989) and may regulate the volume of lava (e.g.,
Gottsmann & Dingwell, 2000). The onset of viscoelastic relaxation is expected for glass‐bearing dome rocks
above the glass transition temperature, here approximated using the softening point, recorded at 740–786 °C
in our samples (see Table 1). The indirect tensile disc tests carried out here demonstrate that the rheology of
dome lavas is also strongly controlled by the strain rates they experience and weakly controlled by the por-
osity at high temperatures. We assess the dependence of the brittleness index values calculated for each test
on these parameters using a composite plot (Figure 9) where Ts is normalized to the glass transition tempera-
ture. We plot Ts/Tg against BIm2 in Figure 9a and designate color and size to the data points to represent _εd
and sample porosity, respectively. It is immediately apparent that temperatures below Tg result in brittle
deformation and failure (plotting below the gray dashed threshold), while with increasing temperature over-
shoot (above Tg), we observe an increasingly ductile (or viscous) component of deformation. We plot linear
regressions for data points at each _εd, which are subparallel but offset to greater brittleness at higher strain
rate. This simple relationship shows brittle deformation extending further above Tg for higher _εd. The linear
regression may be too simplistic, especially for positive brittleness values, which are expected to plateau a
little above 0, but it is feasible for deformation within the near‐Tg range plotted here. In Figure 9b we plot
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the data against BIe2, representing the fraction of elastic energy. All fully brittle data collapse close to 1, while
two trends of decreasing brittleness are distinguished, one close to Tg and one at Ts/Tg > 1.05. In the latter
range, all tests were mixed mode to viscous dominated. These two clusters of data are a product of the differ-
ing glass transition temperatures and two furnace set point temperatures, but it is notable that similar trends
are observed over both Ts/Tg ranges, suggesting a minor effect of groundmass melt viscosity on the total
energy absorption; however, data are sparse for the higher Ts/Tg data. Temperature is shown to be a key con-
trol on deformation mode; thus, there is a need to better resolve the temperature conditions in our assess-
ment of the state of magma during volcanic unrest.
Porosity is a controlling parameter on the tensile strength and deformation mode of volcanic rock—as
observed in previous studies (Spieler et al., 2004; Zorn et al., 2018)—and we find that σt follows a linear trend
with Ф at room temperature, but this dependence is lessened at temperatures relevant for dome lavas
(Figures 6 and 9), especially at lower strain rates where viscous flow dominates. This observation has also
been found in uniaxial compression experiments on dacitic lava (Coats et al., 2018) suggesting a tempera-
ture‐dependent sensitivity of failure stress to porosity. When deformed at high temperature, samples'
strength also appears to be more variable for a given porosity. We see a significant increase in εd at Ts > Tg
during deformation at low strain rates (Figures 4, 7, and 9 and Table 3), indicating a contribution of themelt's
viscous response on mechanical behavior. The role of Ф in decreasing rock strength during mixed mode and
viscous deformation appears to be diminished, and pores may favor a certain degree of pervasive strain and
stress relaxation. Wemay expect a stronger porosity dependence of the tensile strength during high‐tempera-
ture tests at strain rates close to and above the relaxation time of the silicate melt (e.g., above the fully brittle
threshold where brittle deformation mechanics govern failure (Coats et al., 2018; Dingwell & Webb, 1989;
Wadsworth et al., 2017)).
Above Tg, the strain rate determines the rheological behavior (i.e., deformation mode) of lavas. We find that
an increase in strain rate lowers εd and results in a higher apparent tensile strength (Figure 7); an observation
previously made for dome lava deformed in compression (Lavallée et al., 2013). Brittle behavior can bemet at
high strain rates (Figure 9a) preventing stress relaxation and strain, thus favoring the development of a loca-
lized throughgoing fracture. As temperature drops the lava also becomes increasingly brittle as the degree of
strain localization increases (Coats et al., 2018; Lavallée et al., 2008). In many cases where the applied strain
rate is lower, a certain degree of stress relaxation (see Figure 8) and pervasive strain (see Figures 7 and 9)
results in slow tearing and the development of blunt crack tips (see Figure 5c). In such cases, the onset of
deformation will lead to transient stress accumulation as the material stiffens, before partially dissipating
the stress through viscous relaxation and flow, resulting in loading rate decrease from an initial maximum
(Figure 8). This degree of viscous relaxation is determined by the ratio of the deformation timescale to the
relaxation timescale (Dingwell & Webb, 1989; Maxwell, 1867) and equivalent relationships when consider-
ing multiphase suspensions (Coats et al., 2018; Wadsworth et al., 2018). With increasing ductility, primary
fracture propagation becomes increasingly time dependent and incremental. This can be seen in the crenu-
lated fracture path propagating between crystals and void spaces (Maire et al., 2016), and the widening of
existing fractures seen in samples deformed at high temperature and low strain rate (Figures 4 and 5c).
For tests with fully brittle deformation we find on average an increase in tensile strength at high temperature
(see Tables 2 and 3), for a given porosity (i.e., lavas are stronger than their corresponding cool, rock counter-
parts). This conforms with the recent results from basaltic lavas in direct tension (Lamur et al., 2018) and to
results of low‐to‐high temperature compressive strength tests on basalt from Pacaya (Schaefer et al., 2015)
and dacites from Mount Unzen (Coats et al., 2018). Finally, at ambient (room) temperature, the tensile
strength of the tested dome rocks is mildly influenced by strain rate. An increase of 1 order of magnitude
(10−5 vs. 10−4 s−1) results in mild strengthening, in agreement with previous studies that demonstrated rate
strengthening in compression (Coats et al., 2018; Schaefer et al., 2015). The cause of this rate strengthening
has been postulated as an inability of the sample to equilibrate to its imposed stress conditions (Coats et al.,
2018), resulting in a lag between the application of a critical stress and the propagation of a pervasive frac-
ture, which we believe can explain the observations here.
5.2. Tensile Rupture at Santiaguito: A Constraint on Outgassing Versus Explosive Events
The experimental findings presented here show that the development of tensile fractures in lavas is tempera-
ture and deformation rate dependent. The outer parts of a lava dome (i.e., the carapace and talus) are prone
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Figure 9. A composite plot showing the effects of strain rate, temperature, and porosity on the brittleness indices at high
temperature. Sample temperatures are normalized to the glass transition temperature for each test, highlighting the effect
of viscous flow of groundmass glass on bulk brittleness. (a) Plotting against BIm2 shows that for Ts < Tg, all tests had a
brittle failure mode. When Ts/Tg > 1, increasing temperatures for a given strain rate lead to decreasing brittleness. Linear
regressions describe subparallel trends where brittleness is inversely correlated with Ts/Tg, offset for higher brittleness
with increasing strain rate. Hence, brittle failure modes extend further above Tg at higher strain rates. (b) The bounds
0≤ BIe2 ≤ 1 lead to a sigmoidal decrease in brittleness as temperatures increase from Tg. Two discrete but similar trends of
diminishing brittleness can be seen. The separation of the data is due to the two set point temperatures (e.g., 800 and 850 °
C) and two clusters of Tg (e.g., ~745 and ~785 °C). We note that only samples deformed at 10
−5 s−1 undergo substantial
ductile energy absorption at Ts/Tg values close to unity. At Ts/Tg > 1.05, samples deformed at intermediate and high strain
rates also become ductile. Porosity has a relatively minor effect on both BI values at high Ts, which we also observe in
Figure 6.
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to undergo cooling to the atmosphere, and as such we expect different temperatures and dominant deforma-
tion mode across the lava dome structures. If this is the case, then the stress and temperature profiles across a
lava dome may favor the propagation of tensile fractures downward toward, or upward from, a
pressure source.
Analysis of the cyclic tilt signals of eruptive events in 2014–2015 reveals a 5‐ to 6‐min pressurization phase
leading to outgassing or explosive events, an observation previously made during eruption monitoring in
2012 (Johnson et al., 2014; Lavallée et al., 2015). In particular, we note that tilt signals leading to outgassing
events reach a lower amplitude than the tilt signals leading to explosive eruptions. As the timescale of infla-
tion is similar in the event of outgassing (6 min) or of explosions (5 min), then we find that the sustained
strain rate experienced by magma prior to explosions is greater, assuming that the tilt source location and
temperature remain the same.
The control of the applied diametral strain rate on εd is further shown in Figure 10; this effect is accentuated
with increasing temperature above Tg due to an increasing viscous contribution to deformation (Figures 10b
and 10c). Within the _εd and εd domains, we explore the timescales and rates of failure constrained by mon-
itoring signals at Santiaguito (i.e., the positive tilt timescale to explosions). The total strain accumulated dur-
ing the period of inflation can be approximated as a function of strain rate throughout the measured inflation
period; the monitoring data show a brief nonlinear acceleration at the onset of inflation (Figure 3) before
reaching constant inflation rate; however, here we use a simple model assuming that inflation rate is con-
stant throughout the inflation minute period. We plot the total strain experienced by the lava dome if sub-
jected to different strain rates for periods of 5 and 6 min (i.e., the red curves plotted against the secondary
x axis in Figures 10a–10c) and define the region (shaded in red) where these curves intersect the upper
and lower bounds of εd at failure, experimentally constrained for different rocks tested at eruptive tempera-
tures (red shading). This provides a means to assess the conditions which may lead to rupture during outgas-
sing and explosive phases at Santiaguito (Note that in our analysis we avoid any considerations of length
scale dependence on rupture). Outgassing phases are preceded by 6 min of inflation; in this scenario, we
anticipate that lava deformation is dominantly viscous, with tearing and time‐dependent fracturing but prob-
ably no extensive fracturing which could cause deep‐seated fragmentation. Thus, by comparing the afore-
mentioned intersection of the curves in Figure 10, we estimate that over a period 6 min, the lava dome
would have experienced strain rates slower than 6.5 × 10−5 s−1 to a maximum of 0.026 strain for the deeper
part of the dome at Ts/Tg > 1.05 and strain rates slower than 3.5 × 10
−5 s−1 to a maximum of 0.014 strain for
the peripheral part of the dome at 1 < Ts/Tg < 1.05 (The experimental data suggest that faster strain rates or
more strain would result in complete rupture). As an upper bound, assuming that such conditions are experi-
enced across the whole dome (~200 m wide), it would imply that the dome experienced deformation rates
<8–14.5 mm/s for a maximum displacement <2.8–5.2 m. Explosive events, for which we anticipate magma
rupture and fragmentation, are preceded by 5min of inflation. From Figure 9, we estimate that the lava dome
would have experienced strain rates >7.1 × 10−5 s−1 for the hotter parts of the dome at Ts/Tg> 1.05 and strain
rates >4 × 10−5 s−1 for the part of the dome at 750 °C. Following the above reasoning, it would imply that the
dome would have deformed at rates >8–14.2 mm/s prior to explosions. Johnson et al. (2014) used particle
image velocimetry to measure up to 20 cm/min (or 3.3 mm/s) average vertical velocities of the dome surface
preceding both outgassing and explosive phases. Given the continuous lateral movement of dome lava (feed-
ing lava flows to the SE; Figure 1) noted during these measurements, this shows that our analysis compares
well to their observations. This simple analysis indicates that the experimental conditions tested in this study
can provide reliable first‐order constraints for deformation leading to outgassing and explosive activity at
Santiaguito and, together with data from Figure 9a, demonstrates that small changes in strain rate or tem-
perature, prompted by the stalling of rising magma for instance, can lead to transitions from passive to explo-
sive activity.
These strain rate constraints allow us to better infer the deformation modes within the conduit. Since our
estimate of magmatic temperature at Santiaguito is somewhat conservative (i.e., Stoiber & Rose, 1969, mea-
sured 843 °C), we conclude that a degree of ductile and viscous deformation is inevitable during 5–6 min of
continuous deformation over the strain rates given above and at a postulated pressure source depth of 300 m.
In shallow volcanic systems, the damage developed through ductile deformation accompanied by the perva-
sive development of microfractures (those that do not coalesce to complete rupture) results in increased pore
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space, affecting gas accumulation and release, as well as buoyancy, and thus regulating the stress balance
responsible for the monitored activity and signals (e.g., Edmonds et al., 2003). Local dilatancy could
increase shear stress and weaken magma at conduit margins that may trigger shear failure, fault slip, and
thermal vesiculation, leading to explosive events; however, pervasive deformation would also increase the
connectivity of the porous pathways and the permeability of the lava volume (Kendrick et al., 2013;
Lamur et al., 2017; Lavallée et al., 2013), enabling more efficient outgassing to occur (Edmonds et al.,
2003; Eichelberger et al., 1986; Mueller et al., 2008) and potentially alleviating the pressure that drives
explosions (Okumura et al., 2009). Thus, small variations in the volatile flux and the state of permeability
in the upper lava dome may lead to transitions between explosive eruption or passive degassing during
inflation and resulting ductile‐brittle deformation. This may provide an explanation for regular gas
emission events and ash‐poor explosions at Santiaguito. Repeated episodes of ductile‐brittle damage may
be an essential element in maintaining a system perched at the explosive‐passive threshold and generating
the long‐term nondestructive eruption dynamic at Santiaguito.
The surficial, outer carapace of the lava dome resides at lower temperatures, close to or below the glass tran-
sition of the lava (Sahetapy‐Engel & Harris, 2009), and our work suggests that it would experience domi-
nantly brittle deformation, except at the lowest strain rates (see Figure 10b). Therefore, we anticipate that
ruptures initiate at the surface and propagate downward into the lava core. This may (1) expose the pressur-
ized regions of the lava dome, which may encourage degassing and outgassing if permeability is high due to
ductile deformation and slow tearing at low strain rate or (2) favor magmatic fragmentation if rupture is brit-
tle and rapid, and deformation is too localized to permit passive gas release. The fluctuation between passive
outgassing and explosive activity at Santiaguito may be triggered by small variations in ductility and crack
propagation (slow versus rapid rupture) downward from the dome carapace at Caliente. The importance
of the degree of ductile deformation in maintaining a mild, nondestructive eruption style and determining
the style of activity indicates that the long‐term stability of the system may be highly sensitive to changes
in the temperature, composition, and volatile content of magma.
6. Conclusion
Visual and geophysical observations combined with indirect tensile strength tests are used to describe the
rheology and deformation mode of dome lava and the consequences for the eruptive behavior of the
Caliente dome at Santiaguito. We observe that the eruption exhibits continuous outgassing during interex-
plosion periods and that inflationary tilt signals precede (i) gas‐and‐ash explosions that leave the dome struc-
ture intact or (ii) gas‐rich plumes. The monitoring signals show regular 5‐ to 6‐min inflation signals
Figure 10. Diametral strain rate (_εd) plotted against strain to failure (εd) defines failure timescales. We plot the data in three temperature classes: below Tg (a), just
above Tg (b), and above Tg (c), as defined by Ts/Tg ranges given in the top‐right of each panel. Below Tg, all tests fail within a narrow range of εd (0.0025–0.006), while
above Tg, we observe an increase in εdwith a decrease in _εd. We bracket the experimental results at each temperature (pink field) and highlight in red where this field
intersects 5‐ and 6‐min constant deformation trajectories (shown as red dotted and dashed lines). The red fields constrain the strain and strain rate conditions for
failure of magma or lava within themonitored inflation timescales prior to explosions and outgassing, respectively, at Santiaguito. Close to Tg, brittle or mixed‐mode
deformation at 10−5<ε˙d<4×10−5 s−1 leads to failure, while at Ts/Tg > 1.05 failure can be achieved at 2×10
−5<_εd<8×10−5 s−1, with substantially greater strain
accumulation. Under low _εd and high εd the dominant deformation mode becomes viscous flow, as indicated by the arrow in panel (c).
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preceding these volcanic emissions; however, the rate and magnitude of inflation are greater prior to gas‐
and‐ash explosions, suggesting that higher strain rates are experienced by the lava dome.We deduce that fail-
ure by bulk overpressure of a bubbly magma cannot generate the observed explosive activity localized
around faults and requires the development of tensile fractures.
We used the indirect tensile strength testing method at low and high temperature and constrained the
mechanical behavior of Santiaguito dome lavas in tension to simulate shallow deformation cycles at
Santiaguito. In order to classify deformationmodes across the brittle‐ductile transition, we use BIs, including
two novel indices based on the loading rate change during tests, as well as an established BI based on energy
partitioning. We establish threshold values for the BIs and total strain to failure to constrain fully brittle and
mixed‐mode (brittle‐ductile) deformation. In the brittle regime, the tensile strength of dome lavas is inversely
proportional to porosity and is lower at ambient as opposed to magmatic temperatures. At eruptive tempera-
tures above the glass transition temperature of the lava, we find that fully brittle deformation dominates only
at higher strain rates. We observe an increasing degree of ductile deformation at higher temperatures and
lower strain rate, which manifests as an increase in the strain accumulated prior to failure (which is parti-
tioned between slow tearing and viscous relaxation of lava) and a decreasing loading rate during the tests.
We develop BIs to evaluate deformation mode based on the loading rate and provide a set of recommenda-
tions for conducting high‐temperature indirect tensile strength tests and interpreting the results of mixed‐
mode deformation. We find an empirical threshold for fully brittle failure of <0.006 strain and a trend for
decreasing strength when strain exceeds 0.006. At high temperature and low strain rate sample strength
shows only minor porosity dependence and pores may favor an increased degree of ductility. Comparison
with timescales of monitored inflation at Santiaguito shows that mixed ductile‐brittle deformation is inevi-
table during inflation at the modeled depth range, while brittle deformation is more likely to occur in the
outer portions of the dome and in the dome carapace where temperatures approach or fall below the glass
transition. Ductile deformation leads to increased dilatancy and distributed damage, which may enhance
the lava permeability leading to more efficient outgassing. Repeated episodes of ductile‐brittle deformation
may help to maintain the low‐magnitude, nondestructive eruption style at Santiaguito. Lower temperatures
at the dome surface are more likely to result in localized brittle failure of lava, which may expose pressurized
areas of the lava dome and trigger explosive eruptions. In an eruptive scenario, rapid outgassing would
oppose and reduce the normal stress applied on the faults, making themmore likely to shear and trigger ther-
mal vesiculation, both contributing to the likelihood of fragmentation and explosive eruption. Our findings
show that small variations in fracture geometry and permeability can determine eruptive style, and ductile
damage may be a common factor in maintaining long‐term eruptive activity at lava dome volcanoes. Our
results highlight that strain is a key measure to determine deformation mode in high‐temperature rock
strength tests and demonstrate the need to better constrain the temperature and strain rate profile in shallow
magma as the rate of stress accumulation dictates fracture dynamics and eruptive style.
Samples and Data
Excel data files for each experiment are openly available (CC BY 4.0) and hosted on the Open Science
Framework (https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/35REB; Hornby, Lavallée, Kendrick, De Angelis, et al.,
2019). All other data used in this study are included in the figures and tables within the manuscript.
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